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Ready to feel in control? Let's talk.

Afraid your cloud costs will skyrocket? 
Move to cloud with all the safety gear, and don’t fall in 
the cloud cost abysm.

In day-to-day business life, it´s not always easy to manage cloud 
hosting needs in real time witch often leads to hiring and paying 
more services than the ones operational reality workflow 
requires. As a result, costs skyrocket and companies get easily 
lost between several cloud providers, each with their own 
complex billing models listing different items, making it 
impossible to identify, compare and properly monitor.

Cloud migration should increase operational competitiveness 
and savings, not compromise team’s agility and productivity, and 
most certainly not deprive organizations of their continued 
growth and innovation path.

Deloitte’s team helps your organization challenge the complexity 
of cloud services with a simple, innovative and flexible solution. 

We´ve done it before 
(and will gladly do it again for your company)

Efficient Cloud Spending

Turning a cloud spending problem into an efficient cloud saving plan.

A service group migrated more than 20 assets to a cloud across ~50 
accounts. Post migration, the cloud hosting costs increased 
significantly, around 40%, which resulted in spend forecasts being 
higher than budgeted, and lower margins. 

To better understand what we could do to better manage cloud 
spend, Deloitte Cloud Team developed cost reduction strategies and 
execution plans to lower overall OpEx without negatively impact the 
Client’s capabilities and the service quality.  

Deloitte´s Cloud Cost Optimization approach was crucial to identify 
the proper metrics to measure and control cloud usage spend. Our 
team conducted an extensive evaluation of current state assets 
architecture, cloud services provisioned, historical usage, and cost 
trends to identify areas of optimization and elaborate a final and more 
efficient roadmap for the client to implement. 

By implementing cost optimization measures, we were able to reduce 
the Client’s monthly cloud hosting spend by 50%, improved margin, 
and enabled better forecasting. With the best practices and lessons 
learned, the Client can now optimize costs much faster and save 
money to fund other high priority initiatives.

Cloud Cost Optimization
Unlimited efficiency and flexibility

Get your organization’s Cloud costs under control: develop and 

implement the right Cloud Financial Management. 

Create real value and efficiency.
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Take good care of your business. 
Take cloud migration costs under control.

Maintaining and elevating the trust levels of Cloud adoption 
isn’t only about the agility but also about cost control, which is 
essential for business growth and to continue the cloud journey 
with confidence.

Cloud Cost Optimization is Deloitte's approach to a more 
efficient cost control management plan, specially developed to 
help organizations to advance safe and confidently towards a 
successful cloud migration while ensuring a maximum ROI. 

Our proposal framework is customized depending on the 
maturity level of companies regarding their approach of Cloud 
Cost Management. Step by step, working closely with clients, we 
identify the areas for optimization, develop and implement a 
roadmap with clear measurement metrics so that business 
necessities are fully aligned with the cost reduction solutions 
presented. 

What’s in it for your business?
Key Benefits

Cost predictability 
and savings

• Higher accuracy and improved 
forecasts and budgets

• Bill clarification, total cloud 
costs allocation

• No overspending

• OPEX correct management

Cloud Migration ROI 
Maximization

• Cloud cost optimization culture

• Sunk upfront costs optimization 
(hiring, training, security, 
integration)

• Continuously monitor cloud 
spend and maintain the savings

Agnostic 
methodology

• Tested methodology, adjusted to 
client’s maturity level

• Ability to use multi-cloud cost 
management tools

• Cost control culture living
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